The Use of Neuronavigation with Vascular Microdoppler in Transsphenoidal Pituitary Surgery
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Abstract
Object: To evaluate the use of neuronavigation with vascular micro-doppler in transsphenoidal pituitary surgery. Methods: 141 cases having done transsphenoidal pituitary surgery are evaluated from 2005 to 2014. Fluoroscopy was used in 69 cases and vascular micro-doppler with neuronavigation were used in 72 cases. Results: Transsphenoidal surgery has a lot of risks due to sella’s deep location, and position of the carotid artery and the optic nerve. Classically the fluoroscopy and microscopic anatomical markers were used in order to minimize the risk of carotid artery and optic nerve damage. Additional devices such as neuronavigation and vascular micro-doppler are needed to decrease the morbidity and mortality arising from these injuries. Conclusion: Neurvascular complications such as carotid artery and optic nerve injuries owing to disorientation in transsphenoidal surgery will reduce the use of neuronavigation with vascular micro-doppler.
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1. Introduction
Pituitary adenoma is a benign neoplasm which is derived from adenohypophysis and grows slowly. Pituitary adenomas involve 10% of all intracranial tumors. Clinically pituitary adenomas are shown over secretion of hormone or mass effect. Classical surgical treatment of pituitary adenoma is a transsphenoidal approach. Transsphenoidal
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surgery is a safe and effective procedure which has mortality and morbidity less than 1% [1]-[6]. The most serious complication of this surgery is cavernous internal carotid artery injury during the dural incision in sellar base. This catastrophic complication is seen in 0.3% - 8% of cases [7]-[16]. Optic nerve injury is another complication of this surgery. Generally fluoroscopy and microscope are used in these operations. Surgeons have disorientation during transsphenoidal surgery due to anatomic variation of the patient and fluoroscopy gives sagittal series of images [8]. Intraoperative Computerized Tomography and Magnetic Resonance have some difficulties in relation to the working comfort of the surgeon owing to occupy a place in operating room. Frameless neuronavigation devices provide for midline and 3-D orientation. Additionally micro-doppler usage before dural incision, carotid localization is determined and potential injuries of Internal carotid artery (ICA) can be avoided [17] [18].

2. Methods

141 patients were evaluated retrospectively between 2005 January and 2014 June. All patients had operated by the same surgeon and signed informed consent before surgery. Classical fluoroscopy was used in 69 patients (48.9%) and neuronavigation with vascular micro-doppler used in 72 patients (51.1%). Two of the patients which we used only fluoroscopy had internal carotid artery injury; one during dural incision and the other during resection of septum nasi. There are no other vascular injuries in these series.

The range of the patients is 6 - 78 years (mean 45.21 std. Deviation 14.894). 3 of the patients had craniopharyngioma and 138 of them with hypophysis tumour. Of 138 patients, 54 had high Growth hormone levels whereas 23 had high Adrenocorticotropic hormone, 24 had high Thyroid-stimulating hormone, 6 had prolactinoma and 31 had non-function pituitary adenomas (Table 1). 104 of the patients operated for the first time (73.8%), 37 of patients had had one or more operation previously (26.2%). This study doesn’t include the relapse of first operated patients. Standard transnasal transsphenoidal surgery was applied for all patients.

Neuronavigation (Medtronic, Minneapolis, ABD) with mach version 4.01 programme used in 72 patients instead of fluoroscopy (Figure 1). Computerized Tomography (CT) navigation has done 24 - 48 hours before surgery. The presentation of patients to neuronavigation device was done by means of anatomic landmarks [19]. After record, the error margin of all patients was below the 2 mm. This is accepted as safety border [20].

Micro-doppler probe was used (20-Mhz surgical Doppler/Nashua, America) to establish cavernous ICA before dural incision in 72 patients. The micro-doppler has 2 to 2.5 mm diameter, insonation angle has 0-degree and 1 × 1 mm beam width (Figure 2). Firstly the navigation probe is placed with 90 degrees to the dura (Figure 3). After that micro-doppler probe is placed and if flow is insignificant, the micro-probe is angled laterally. Then, in order to determine the ICA localization the micro-doppler moved superiorly and inferiorly. If micro-doppler flow is absent, extra bone removed to extended sellar exposure. Neuronavigation with microdoppler were used in the course of dural incision in sellar base and enlargement of dura in 72 patients. Tumour resection and repairing of bone defect were made with standard technique [6] [21]. Obtained data were analyzed using SPSS 17.00® software.

3. Results

Transnasal transsphenoidal surgery was performed on 141 patients during 2005 January-2014 June (77 female, 64 male, age range: 6 - 78 years, mean: 45.21). 104 of patients (73.8%) operated for the first time, 37 of patients (26.2%) had one or more operation previously. 7 patients had Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) fistulas (5%), 2 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>No of Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pituitary adenoma</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine inactive</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTH secreting</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolactinoma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH secreting</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSH secreting</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craniopharyngioma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
had internal carotis artery injury (1.4%) and one of the patients had optic nerve injury (0.7%) in fluoroscopy group. CSF fistulas have stopped a few days after spinal drainage. First patient who had carotis injury is a 57-year-old male. The bleeding was mended via collagen sponge, abdominal fat, and tissue glue. ICA was seen intact in post-operative carotis angiography. Neurologic examination of patient was normal and tumor was controlled with stereotactic radiosurgery. Second patient who had carotis injury is a 40-year-old female during dural incision Left ICA hemorrhage occurred. The bleeding was mended via collagen sponge, abdominal fat, and tissue glue. Thinning of anterior wall in anterior folding of internal carotis artery was seen in postoperative cranial angiography. Defect was repaired with endovascular detachable coil. Neurologic examination of patient was normal and tumor was controlled with stereotactic radiosurgery. A 54-year-old man in fluoroscopy group had left optic nerve injury during removal of sphenoid septum. The patient had left eye vision loss postoperatively.
Neuronavigation give images in sagittal, coronal and axial plane and remove the midline deviation problem of surgeon.

There were no vascular or neural complications in the group in which we used neuronavigation with micro-doppler.

4. Discussion

Transsphenoidal surgery is the most preferred method in pituitary adenomas’ disadvantages of transsphenoidal approaches are sella’s deeply location, adjacent of carotid artery and 2 dimensions images with fluoroscopy [1] [22] [23]. On the other hand 3-D images with neuronavigation make surgery easier.

Although complication rates decrease with time, anatomical disorientation is the reason for 56.4% of complications. Fluoroscopy gives only sagittal image and this is insufficient to determine the midline. The most important determiner is anatomical landmarks. Anatomical variations in some patients can cause a deviation from midline and catastrophic results occurred because of vascular and neural injuries. The 2d dimension course of the fluoroscopy leads misplacement and thus deviation from midline to the left side.

Neuronavigation give images in sagittal, coronal and axial plane and remove the anatomical disorientation (Figure 3). In addition differentiation between tumour and normal anatomy is seen very well therefore the important structures’ injuries are decreased and totally tumour resection possibility is increased [22]. Furthermore during tumour resection, neurovascular structures shifts occurred. Neuronavigation integrated with micro-doppler supply real time images and resolve the brain shift problem [24]-[27].

There are many case reports in literatures related to transsphenoidal surgery such as; fatal haemorrhage, ICA pseudoaneurysm, carotico cavernous fistula, vasospasm and infarct with embolus [12] [13] [15] [16] [28]-[30]. Carotis injury is in the range of 0% - 3% in large series [1] [2] [7]-[10].

Because of removes radiation exposure, decreases in operation time and neurovascular complications and increases of amount of tumor resection neuronavigation and micro-doppler are advised [20] [26] [31]-[33].

In despite of Kitano and Taneda advice to use microdoppler for intracavernous carotis artery determination before dural incision during intracavernous tumour resection, previous literature does not use microdoppler routinely [34].

Dusick and friends have asserted in a study with more than 500 patients, the usage of microdoppler before
dural incision decreases risk of ICA injury [35]. This noninvasive method takes 2 to 3 minutes; moreover dural opening for cavernous sinus, suprasellar, and retroclival lesions provides extended approaches so the Internal Carotid Artery and other neurovascular tissues are protected. Microdoppler gives real time voice in all pulsation and exact knowledge about artery localization [35]. For this reason neuronavigation with micro-doppler usage are increases safety about neurovascular structures.

5. Conclusion

Neuronavigation with micro-doppler usage has some advantages, such as to increase anatomical orientation especially in recurrent transsphenoidal surgery, to increase to protect neurovascular tissues, and to decrease the radiation exposure and operation time. The disadvantages of neuronavigation’s application in transphenoidal surgery were expensive technique and limited neurosurgical department. Consequently, we strongly advise neuronavigation with micro-doppler in transphenoidal surgery.
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